A Gnotobiotic Mouse Model Demonstrates That Dietary Fiber Protects against Colorectal Tumorigenesis in a Microbiota- and Butyrate-Dependent Manner


Précis: Butyrate produced from fiber by bacteria in the colonic lumen preferentially accumulates in colorectal cancer cells, where it acts as an HDAC inhibitor and suppresses tumor growth.

See commentary, p. 1368
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Précis: Pancreatic acinar cell carcinoma is characterized by recurrent and potentially actionable genomic alterations, including BRAF and RAF1 fusions and mutually exclusive DNA repair deficiencies.
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Précis: The codon-specific oncogenicity of mutant NRAS in melanoma may be explained by the increased abundance of active GTP-bound NRASQ61R compared with NRASG12D.
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Précis: PARP1-mediated modification of BRCA1 is required for RAP80–BRCA1–PARP1 complex integrity and fine-tunes double-strand break repair to maintain chromosome stability.
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Précis: CXCR5–CXCL13 signaling promotes trafficking of murine CLL cells to follicular dendritic cell networks in the spleen that enhance tumor cell proliferation and leukemic progression.
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Donohoe and colleagues used a gnotobiotic mouse model colonized with bacteria that converts fiber into butyrate to show that a high-fiber diet does protect against colorectal tumorigenesis but that the effect is dependent on butyrate and the composition of the gut microbiota. Butyrate serves as the main mitochondrial energy source for normal colonocytes but accumulates in cancer cells, which are instead dependent on glucose due to increased glycolysis associated with the Warburg effect. Accumulation of butyrate, an endogenous histone deacetylase inhibitor, is associated with increased histone acetylation in colorectal tumors and increased expression of genes with known roles in apoptosis and cell-cycle arrest. These findings indicate that dietary fiber can protect against colorectal cancer and suggest that gut microbiome studies should be integrated with future epidemiologic studies on fiber and colorectal cancer risk. For details, please see the article by Donohoe and colleagues on page 1387.